Cost Effective Products to Enhance Conspicuity for Traffic Signs - MUTCD APPROVED

**Brite Max Post Reflectors**

- Enhance safety by making signs more visible using the Brite-Max Post Reflector System!
- Each reflector is 30" long and may be stacked for more effectiveness.
- Fasten to U-Channel, square, or wood posts.
- 3M reflective sheeting on .080" Aluminum: Engineer Grade, High Intensity, VIP Diamond Grade™, or Fluorescent VIP Diamond Grade™
- Mounting hardware is available, sold separately.
- Other lengths available. Call for quote.

**Alert Flag Bracket**

- Orange Flags above a regulatory, warning, or guide sign.
- The Alert Flag Bracket accepts two flags with 3/4" wood dowel handles.
- RSPFLAGVINYL1824 18x18 Vinyl Flag w/24" Handle
- RSPFLAGVINYL2436 24x24 vinyl Flag w/36" Handle

**Supplemental Beacon**

- Type B Light
- 3 Volt high efficiency lights LED bulbs
- Solar panel trickle charges "D" Cell alkaline batteries to give a long lasting, more reliable power source.
- Type B Light
- 6 Volt battery
- LED bulbs
- Detachable lens available upon request
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